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Variability of Neurotransmitter Concentration
and Nonsaturation of Postsynaptic AMPA Receptors
at Synapses in Hippocampal Cultures and Slices
possibility of receptor saturation and ascribe the varia-
tion in response size to variability in the amount of trans-
mitter released (e.g., Frerking et al., 1995; Silver et al.,
1996). The resolution of debates about receptor satura-
tion and mechanisms of quantal variability is important
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*The Center for Learning and Memory
Department of Brain and Cognitive Science and
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology for understanding the elementary unit of synaptic signal-
ing and how it might be altered during the course ofCambridge, Massachusetts 02139
²Department of Molecular and Cellular Physiology synaptic plasticity, both key factors in governing the
ability of the nervous system to transmit information.Stanford Medical Center
Stanford, California 94305 In our previous work, we attempted to study single
excitatory synapses between hippocampal neurons in
culture by the focal stimulation of isolated FM1±43-
stained puncta (putative single presynaptic boutons)Summary
and by the focal application of glutamate to putative
individual postsynaptic receptor sites (Liu and Tsien,To understand the elementary unit of synaptic commu-
1995a, 1995b). Here, we provide evidence that gluta-nication between CNS neurons, one must know what
mate receptors are in general not saturated during uni-causes the variability of quantal postsynaptic currents
tary excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) and thatand whether unitary packets of transmitter saturate
trial-to-trial variations in unitary event size are largelypostsynaptic receptors. We studied single excitatory
due to variations in glutamate concentration within thesynapses between hippocampal neurons in culture.
synaptic cleft. Preliminary versions of this work haveFocal glutamate application at individual postsynaptic
been reported briefly in abstract form (G. Liu and R. W.sites evoked currents (Iglu) with little variability com-
Tsien, 1995, 1997, Soc. Neurosci.).pared with quantal excitatory postsynaptic currents
(EPSCs). The maximal Iglu was .2-fold larger than the
median EPSC. Thus, variations in [glu]cleft are the main Results
source of variability in EPSC size, and glutamate re-
ceptors are generally far from saturation during quantal Large Variation of EPSC Size Arising from
transmission. This conclusion was verified by molecu- Stimulation of Putative Single Boutons
lar antagonism experiments in hippocampal cultures Hippocampal boutons were identified by the activity-
and slices. The general lack of glutamate receptor dependent uptake of FM1±43 dye and stimulated by
saturation leaves room for increases in [glu]cleft as a the repeated local application of 90 mM K1/2 mM Ca21
mechanism for synaptic plasticity. solution, while the bulk superfusate contained only 0.2
mM Ca21 (Liu and Tsien, 1995a, 1995b). Using this proce-
Introduction dure, we tried to activate a single presynaptic terminal
while recording the resulting EPSCs at the cell body.
In most central neurons, the postsynaptic response to Figure 1A shows a representative series of EPSCs that
single packets of neurotransmitter shows wide varia- were temporally aligned and superimposed. While the
tions in amplitude (Bekkers et al., 1990; Raastad et al., time courses of the current transients matched closely,
1992). The large quantal variability can be observed even their amplitudes were highly variable. The correspond-
under conditions in which the responses arise from a ing amplitude histogram has a coefficient of variation
single synaptic bouton isolated by local stimulation (Liu (CV 5 SD/mean) of z0.5 and a markedly skewed shape
and Tsien, 1995a) or by focal extracellular recording (Figure 1B). In a series of such recordings, during re-
(Lewis and Faber, 1996; Forti et al., 1997). Despite exten- peated K1-depolarizations of isolated FM1±43 puncta,
sive study, no general agreement has emerged about the variability of the recorded EPSC amplitudes was
the basis of the variability (Redman, 1990; Korn and characterized by CV 5 0.51 6 0.14 (n 5 10). These
Faber, 1991; Stevens, 1993; Frerking and Wilson, 1996). results are consistent with other observations of the
Evidence has been presented that the amount of trans- large quantal variability of unitary synaptic events at
mitter released is almost always sufficient to produce a excitatory hippocampal synapses (Bekkers et al., 1990;
saturation of postsynaptic receptors and that the size Raastad et al., 1992; Bekkers and Stevens, 1995; Forti
of the individual responses is therefore limited by post- et al., 1997).
synaptic properties (e.g., Edwards et al., 1990; Tang et Different sources of the quantal variability were con-
al., 1994; Tong and Jahr, 1994). Receptor saturation sidered as possibilities. Figures 1C and 1D show two sim-
would have many important implications for synaptic ple cases. At one extreme (Figure 1C), the dose±response
physiology and its quantitative analysis (Edwards, 1991; curve of postsynaptic responsiveness to transmitter re-
Perkel and Nicoll, 1993; Jack et al., 1994). However, mains fixed, and the variability of EPSC amplitude is
other investigators have provided evidence against the entirely due to variations in the glutamate concentration
in the synaptic cleft (indicated by ↔ along the horizontal
axis). If this scenario were correct, the postsynaptic re-³ To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: liu@
mit.edu). ceptors would have to operate at considerably less than
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Figure 1. Large Variation of EPSC Size Ob-
served with Stimulation of a Putative Single
Bouton and Possible Interpretations
(A) Representative EPSCs, recorded at a
postsynaptic membrane potential of 270 mV,
evoked by local stimulation of Ca21 entry at
a putative single presynaptic bouton.
(B) Corresponding distribution of peak ampli-
tudes. Mean and SD are 24.6 pA and 12.6 pA,
respectively, giving a CV (SD/mean) of 0.51.
(C and D) Some possible interpretations of
the large variation of EPSC size.
(C) Large variability in the cleft glutamate con-
centration operating over a nonsaturating
range in the fixed dose±response relationship
of postsynaptic receptors.
(D) A fixed or consistently saturating concen-
tration of cleft glutamate acting upon post-
synaptic receptors whose maximal response
fluctuates from trial to trial.
saturation for the great majority of events. At the other from their nearest neighbors? Third, how likely is it that
an individual bouton will possess a single active zone?extreme (Figure 1D), one might imagine that the concen-
tration of glutamate in the synaptic cleft consistently Figure 2A shows a fluorescence image of FM1±43-
labeled puncta obtained by confocal microscopy, su-saturates the receptors, driving the response to a near
maximum level, but that variability arises nevertheless, perimposed on a differential interference contrast image
that highlights the underlying postsynaptic dendrite. Thebecause the maximum level itself varies (indicated by
↑↓). The maximal capability of the postsynaptic receptor dye-labeled punctum on the right is compact and nearly
circular, with a diameter of z1 mm in maximal crossensemble might vary for a number of reasons, including
desensitization by previously released transmitter, re- section as determined with confocal sections taken ev-
ery 0.3 mm along the optical axis. In contrast, the fluores-ceptor phosphorylation±dephosphorylation by intracel-
lular kinases and phosphatases, or insertion and degra- cent punctum on the left is clearly not circular but has
the shape of a ª∞º symbol, as if two round objectsdation of postsynaptic receptor proteins. Thus, EPSC
amplitude could vary despite postsynaptic receptor satu- were positioned very close to each other. Both types
of puncta were representative of a large number ofration for individual synaptic events. These hypotheses
FM1±43-labeled structures.delimit a range of possibilities, including more compli-
To obtain detailed information about the spatial distri-cated scenarios in which neurotransmitter concentra-
bution of fluorescent puncta and their relationship totion and maximal current capability both vary signifi-
individual boutons, we performed a quantitative analysiscantly.
using an anti-synapsin antibody to stain presynaptic
structures (see Experimental Procedures). The immuno-
Spatial Distribution and Morphological Nature cytochemical approach was chosen in preference to
of Fluorescently Labeled Puncta FM1±43 staining to avoid any possibility that some termi-
Our previous studies (Liu and Tsien, 1995a, 1995b) as- nals might fail to take up enough FM dye to be clearly
sumed a simple correspondence between single FM1± detected. FM dye staining depends upon many func-
43-labeled puncta and single presynaptic boutons. Be- tional parameters, including the likelihood of vesicular
cause this assumption is of critical importance for this fusion and the lifetime of the fusion pore, properties that
study, we performed a series of morphological measure- may vary considerably from one bouton to the next.
ments to test its validity. Several issues needed to be Thus, we regarded immunostaining as a more conserva-
addressed. First, how reliable is the FM1±43-labeling tive indicator of the existence of synaptic terminals, their
method in allowing one to choose individual puncta that relative size, and their spatial distribution. In any case,
correspond to single presynaptic boutons? Second, the difference between immunolabeling and FM dye
what is the spatial distribution of fluorescently labeled labeling is not large, based on a close correspon-
boutons, and how much confidence can one have that dence between synapsin-containing presynaptic struc-
tures and FM-stained puncta in our own results (dataindividual boutons can be focally stimulated in isolation
Glutamate Concentration and Synaptic Variability
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Figure 2. Morphology and Spatial Distribu-
tion of Fluorescently Labeled Synaptic Ter-
minals
(A) FM1±43-labeled puncta corresponding to
single or multiple presynaptic boutons. A flu-
orescence image of FM dye (green) is shown
superimposed on a differential interference
contrast image of the dendrite of a hippocam-
pal neuron under confocal microscopy. Dye
internalization was stimulated by exposure to
5 mM dye in the presence of 70 mM [K1] for
1 min, followed by washing for .5 min. This
procedure will label all active presynaptic ter-
minals (green spots). The dye-stained punc-
tum on the right is an example of a putative
single bouton, while the punctum on the left
is presumed to be two boutons in close prox-
imity. Image taken by J. Cottrell.
(B) Top, spatial distribution of presynaptic
structures labeled by anti-synapsin antibody.
Aggregate image formed by the summation
of ten consecutive z-section images (step
size 5 0.3 mm). Note that most dye puncta
appear regular in shape and are well sepa-
rated from each other. There are three cases
of ∞-shaped puncta that we interpret as two
adjacent boutons. Such puncta are readily
identifiable with confocal imaging (A). Bot-
tom, an intensity plot showing the aggregate intensity for individual pixels in the x±y plane, derived from the same experiment. In this
representation, the height of each peak corresponds to the maximal intensity level of individual puncta.
(C) Distribution of cross-sectional areas of individual puncta, showing a main Gaussian peak corresponding to single presynaptic structures.
not shown) and in previous work (Ryan et al., 1993). microscope. Single boutons were typically z1 mm across,
and z80% (29 of 36) of the boutons were separated byImages of immunostaining in consecutive confocal
z-sections were acquired and compiled to form an ag- .1 mm from their nearest apparent neighbor (data not
shown). The electron microscopy allowed us to rejectgregate image (27.6 mm 3 19 mm; Figure 2B, top). To
determine the likelihood that two boutons might appear the simplest alternative hypothesis that the Gaussian
peak arose from pairs of boutons consistently andsuperimposed on each other, forming a single punctum
when viewed along the z-axis, we analyzed the aggre- closely packed together like Siamese twins. Thus, we
conclude that the great majority of puncta representgate image, plotting vertically the aggregate intensity
for each pixel in the x±y plane (Figure 2B, bottom). In individual boutons.
The plot of immunofluorescence in Figure 2B is alsothis representation, puncta appear as cone-shaped
peaks, as expected for the longer path length through relevant to questions about the spatial distribution of
puncta. Clearly, some of the puncta are separated by 4their centers. Multiple boutons at the same position in
the x±y plane would give rise to peaks with correspond- mm or more from their nearest neighbors in any direction,
while also belonging to the main Gaussian peak in Figureingly larger intensities. One unusual peak, with roughly
twice the height of the others, was probably two bou- 2B. These are representative of puncta chosen for the
local stimulation experiments that follow. The estimatetons, one on top of the other. With this exception, the
heights of the peaks were fairly uniform, as expected if of near neighbor distances presents a worst case analy-
sis for local stimulation experiments, since some of thethey represented single boutons along the z-axis.
Further examination of the puncta focused on the puncta surrounding the site of stimulation may arise
from boutons synapsing onto postsynaptic cells otherdistribution of the cones' maximal cross-sectional areas
(Figure 2C). This analysis tested for the possibility that than the neuron subjected to whole-cell recording and
would not interfere with the measured electrophysiologi-multiple boutons sat so close to each other in the x±y
plane that they merged into a single punctum. The histo- cal signals.
The issue of whether single boutons possess singlegram was dominated by a main Gaussian peak constitut-
ing 79% of the puncta, centered around z0.7 mm2, the or multiple active zones has already been addressed by
the electron microscopy of hippocampal cultures (Ryanarea of a circle z1 mm in diameter. The remainder of
the distribution (21%) tailed off toward larger cross- et al., 1993; Forti et al., 1997; Schikorski and Stevens,
1997). An analysis of serial sections demonstrated thatsectional areas. The Gaussian peak may be attributed
to puncta arising from single boutons and the tail of the the great majority of boutons contained only one active
zone, with estimates of the proportion ranging from 69%distribution to puncta generated by two or more boutons
positioned side-by-side, too close to be distinguished (Schikorski and Stevens, 1997) to 97% (Forti et al., 1997).
The culture conditions in the previous studies were veryin the light microscope. This interpretation was corrobo-
rated by examination of our cultures under the electron similar to those we used, so the same conclusions would
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Figure 3. Focal Stimulation Data Consistent
with Selective Activation of a Localized Clus-
ter of Postsynaptic Glutamate Receptors
(A) Glutamate-evoked currents in response to
a graded iontophoretic application of gluta-
mate to a putative single synaptic site. An
iontophoresis micropipette was positioned
as closely as possible to the FM1±43-stained
bouton. The external solution contained 5 mM
CPP to block NMDA receptors. Th stimulus
artifact associated with a 1 ms iontophoretic
pulse was partially blanked.
(B) Amplitude of glutamate-evoked current in
response to increasingly strong iontophoretic
stimuli. A clear maximum was consistently
achieved, typically, when the iontophoretic
current reached z100 nA.
(C) Example of fall-off in amplitude of a re-
sponse to a fixed stimulus as the tip of an
iontophoresis pipette was moved away from
an FM1±43-stained bouton.
(D) Pooled data for the spatial decay of re-
sponse size showing a decrease of e-fold for
lateral pipette movements of z1 mm. The
sharp dependence on tip position is consis-
tent with the idea that the response arises
from functional glutamate receptors clustered under the presynaptic terminal, with little or no contribution from broadly distributed extrajunc-
tional glutamate receptors. Inset depicts an average interbouton spacing of z5 mm, as found in an ultrastructural analysis of hippocampal
cultures of this type (Forti et al., 1997).
be expected to apply here. As a further check, we sur- had a 20%±80% rise time of z0.4±2 ms and a decay time
constant of 3±8 ms (Figure 3A), a time course roughlyveyed individual sections of our own hippocampal cul-
comparable to that of EPSCs. The amplitude of the gluta-tures in the electron microscope. Out of 36 synapses
mate-evoked response rose as the strength of the ionto-examined, 31 displayed one active zone (86%), and 5
phoretic current stimulus was progressively increased,showed two active zones (14%; data not shown), in
typically attaining a clear plateau (Figure 3B). Even fur-general agreement with the more rigorous analysis in
ther increases in the amount of applied glutamate in-the previous work.
creased peak current size only slightly, with a noticeableHere, we summarize the main conclusions of this mor-
slowdown of the decay phase (data not shown), proba-phological analysis. First, z80% of the fluorescently la-
bly owing to the recruitment of additional glutamatebeled puncta in a typical field of cultured hippocampal
receptors from neighboring synapses.neurons can be accounted for by single boutons. Sec-
We carried out experiments to map the location ofond, these can readily be chosen for study in preference
postsynaptic glutamate receptor clusters and to assessto a minority population of puncta, larger in area or
the possible involvement of extrajunctional glutamategreater in intensity, that correspond to multiple boutons,
receptors distributed along the dendrite (Figures 3C andtightly spaced. Third, one may readily find puncta corre-
3D). For this purpose, we typically chose an iontopho-sponding to putative single boutons, isolated by .5 mm
retic current stimulus of z80 nA, sufficient to activatefrom neighboring presynaptic terminals synapsing onto
z75% of the maximal current (Figure 3B). The amplitudethe same postsynaptic dendrite. These considerations
of the response to the glutamate application was maxi-
provide the justification for referring to fluorescently la-
mal when the pipette tip was aimed directly at the center
beled puncta as ªputative single boutonsº in the experi- of the FM1±43 dye spot and fell off rapidly with lateral
ments that follow. movements along the dendrite (Figure 3C). Likewise,
the time-to-peak of the postsynaptic current response
Probing Properties of Postsynaptic Receptor increased as the pipette tip moved away from the site
Clusters by Iontophoretic of dye staining, as expected for lateral diffusion to a
Glutamate Application specific site of action. A plot of relative response magni-
A direct approach to questions about possible postsyn- tude against distance was obtained by pooling data
aptic receptor saturation and mechanisms of variability from multiple experiments (Figure 3D). The response
relies upon the microapplication of exogenous gluta- decayed e-fold for a displacement of z1 mm. The resid-
mate to an individual synaptic site. To deliver glutamate ual response at distances of .2 mm can be attributed
focally and rapidly, a micropipette filled with 150 mM Na- to a slight spread of glutamate to receptors at nearby
glutamate (pH 7, z100 MV) was positioned as closely synapses (e.g., Figure 2B). These microstimulation ex-
as possible to a putative single bouton identified by periments supported the ideas that functional postsyn-
FM1±43 labeling, sometimes directly touching it, and a aptic glutamate receptors were highly colocalized with
high-speed constant current source was used to deliver functional FM dye±labeled presynaptic terminals and
a brief pulse of glutamate (1 ms) from the micropipette that the contribution of extrasynaptic glutamate recep-
tors to glutamate-evoked current was minimal. This istip. The currents evoked by the application of glutamate
Glutamate Concentration and Synaptic Variability
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Figure 4. Synaptic Release of Transmitter
Generally Fails to Activate All Glutamate Re-
ceptors at Individual Synapses
(A) Another example of glutamate-evoked
currents in response to the focal iontopho-
retic application of glutamate at a synaptic
site.
(B) Plot of glutamate-evoked current size as
a function of iontophoretic stimulus strength.
(C) Traces of individual miniature synaptic
currents recorded from the same neuron
showing the median (fiftieth percentile) event,
the ninety-fifth percentile event, and the sin-
gle largest event.
(D) Amplitude distribution of mEPSCs, indica-
tive of currents that would be evoked by the
local stimulation of the putative single bou-
ton, where the glutamate application was
carried out (Liu and Tsien, 1995b; Figure 8).
The median synaptic current amplitude was
6-fold smaller than the maximal glutamate-
evoked current, suggesting that the peak
cleft glutamate concentration is generally in-
sufficient to achieve saturating activation of
the receptors at single synaptic sites.
(E) Summary of collected data (n 5 10). The
maximum glutamate-evoked current is al-
ways considerably larger than the median
size of the unitary synaptic current from same
neuron, although a clear proportionality is ev-
ident. Data fitted by Y 5 B 3 X (for median
value, B 5 0.41, R 5 0.99, p , 0.0001; for
ninety-fifth percentile value, B 5 0.90, R 5
0.95, p , 0.0001). The results deviate consid-
erably from the predictions of the saturation
hypothesis. Note the wide variations in both
maximal iontophoretic response amplitude
(12±95 pA). This variation from neuron to
neuron seems reasonably compatible with
immunogold analysis of the variability of
AMPA receptor density compared across a
large population of neurons in rat hippocam-
pus (Nusser et al., 1998).
in line with earlier findings showing a punctate distribu- was larger than the great majority of the mEPSCs, al-
though comparable to the largest synaptic events (Fig-tion of glutamate responsiveness along dendrites (Jones
ure 4C). This finding was representative of 11 such ex-and Baughman, 1991). Consistent with these functional
periments, as illustrated in Figure 4E. Across this seriesobservations, studies with selective antibodies against
of recordings, the near maximum EPSC amplitudeglutamate receptor subunits have indicated that the
(ninety-fifth percentile) agreed closely with the maxi-density of extrasynaptic receptors is far lower than the
mum size of the glutamate-evoked current, with a slopedensity of those at the synapse itself (Craig et al., 1993,
of 0.90 (r 5 0.95, p , 0.0001, n 5 11). On the other hand,1994; Baude et al., 1995; Richmond et al., 1996).
the median size of mEPSCs was also highly correlated
with the maximum size of the glutamate-evoked current,
Endogenously Released Transmitter Fails with a slope of 0.41 (r 5 0.99, p , 0.0001, n 5 11). Thus,
to Activate All Glutamate Receptors the median synaptic current is only 40% as large as the
at Individual Synapses maximal glutamate-evoked current. In one experiment
On the basis of these considerations, we used the maxi- (data not shown), the median size of mEPSCs evoked
mal value of peak current as an index of the total number by the stimulation of a putative individual bouton was
of functional glutamate receptors available at a given directly compared with glutamate-evoked currents at
synapse (Figures 4A and 4B) and compared it with the the same site. In this case, the ratio of median EPSC size
distribution of miniature EPSC (mEPSC) amplitudes re- (10.0 pA) to maximal glutamate-evoked current (22.7 pA)
corded from the same neuron (Figures 4C and 4D). Our was 0.44, in agreement with the other data. Thus, our
previous experiments have provided considerable evi- results indicate that endogenously released neurotrans-
dence that such a distribution is representative of the mitter generally fails to activate all of the glutamate re-
amplitude distribution that is recorded at an individual ceptors at an individual synapse.
synapse on the same cell (Liu and Tsien, 1995b; Figure The very largest synaptic events were almost as large
as the saturating response to iontophoretically applied8). The peak response to a saturating dose of glutamate
Neuron
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Figure 5. Currents Evoked by Iontophoretic
Application of Glutamate Show Small Trial-
to-Trial Variation
(A) Families of representative current records
illustrating the consistency of submaximal
and near maximal responses to the iontopho-
retic application of glutamate. Each group of
records contains 200 traces.
(B) Amplitude histograms documenting small
variance of response amplitudes.
(C and D) Representative records of mEPSCs
and amplitude distribution from a putative
single bouton.
(E) Superimposed current records showing
four successive responses to iontophoretic
glutamate application.
(F) Pooled data for the CV of currents evoked
by exogenous glutamate application to indi-
vidual synapses and mEPSCs.
glutamate, raising the possibility that receptor saturation receptors were blocked with 5 mM carboxypiperazin-
propyl-prophonic acid (CPP). Figure 5A illustrates amight be approached in these cases. However, this con-
clusion depends on the effectiveness of the glutamate representative experiment in which a glutamate mi-
croapplication was imposed once every second at ionto-application and the reliability of our estimate of maximal
postsynaptic responsiveness, free of desensitization. phoretic current strengths that produced the half maxi-
mal response (z50 pA) and the near maximal responseSince the iontophoretic application produced a rise in
cleft glutamate concentration slower than that arising (averaging z100 pA). Histograms of peak current ampli-
tude were constructed (Figure 5B) and indicated thatfrom endogenous transmitter release, possible underes-
timation of the true peak responsiveness due to asyn- response size was quite consistent in both cases, with
CVs of 0.12 and 0.07. In pooled experiments with re-chronous activation and rapid desensitization was of
obvious concern. However, it is important to note that peated applications of glutamate giving a near maximal
response, CV values averaged 0.081 6 0.033 (mean 6almost all of the postsynaptic sites in Figure 4 contained
AMPA receptors showing slow desensitization. This was SD, n 5 6) (Figure 5B). Thus, the variability of the re-
sponse to a fixed concentration of glutamate was farindicated by the near constancy of their peak responses
to closely spaced applications of glutamate (Figure 5E) less than that of EPSC amplitudes recorded during re-
peated K1 depolarizations of putative single boutons,and the lack of increase in peak Iglu upon addition of
cyclothiazide (100 mM), a blocker of AMPA receptor de- CV 5 0.51 6 0.14 (n 5 10) (p , 0.001).
For every fixed concentration of glutamate tested, thesensitization (data not shown).
variance of response amplitude was always small. This
held true even for closely spaced trials, as demonstratedSmall Variation of Glutamate Receptor
Responsiveness to a Fixed with a protocol in which four identical glutamate pulses
were presented with a 10 ms interval (Figure 5E). In thisGlutamate Concentration
The next series of experiments assessed the variabil- experiment, the variances of the responses to the four
consecutive pulses were 0.11, 0.13, 0.14, and 0.13. Thus,ity in responses of postsynaptic AMPA-type glutamate
receptors to a constant application of agonist. NMDA the repeated activation of receptors does not modify
Glutamate Concentration and Synaptic Variability
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the variability of their responsiveness. The experiment At equilibrium and in the absence of antagonist B, the
number of receptors bound with transmitter A (AR) isin Figure 5E illustrates the behavior of synaptic sites that
showed relatively little desensitization during repetitive
stimulation. We also obtained recordings in which de- AR 5
AN
A 1 KAsensitization was quite obvious, but here also the ampli-
tude of closely trailing glutamate responses showed low In the presence of antagonist B,
variability (data not shown). These results reinforce the
conclusion that the response of postsynaptic glutamate AR9 5
AN
A 1 KA(1 1 B/KB)receptors to a fixed concentration of glutamate was
highly consistent. Therefore, the much greater variation
The ratio of the responses is thusof mEPSC size is unlikely to arise from trial-to-trial varia-




A 1 KA(1 1 B/KB)to a saturating concentration of released glutamate.
Suppose the antagonist concentration B 5 KB, where
Variations in Relative Glutamate Concentration KB is empirically determined. Then,
Assessed by a Pharmacological Approach




A 1 2KAis generally insufficient to maximally activate postsynap-
tic receptors, and the responsiveness of postsynaptic Therefore, when A ,, KA,
receptors to a fixed concentration of glutamate is rela-




2presynaptically. Variation in the neurotransmitter con-
centration in the synaptic cleft was the most obvious
On the other hand, when A .. KA,possibility. The essential question is how high the gluta-
mate concentration rises relative to the dissociation AR9
AR
≈ 1constant of the non-NMDA receptors upon transmitter
release from single vesicles. If the cleft glutamate con-
Figure 6A compares these predictions for a rapidly equil-centration were insufficient to saturate postsynaptic re-
ibrating (fast-off) blocker with the behavior expected forceptors, variations in vesicular volume and glutamate
a slow-off rate blocker. For the slow blocker, the ratiocontent could be expected to contribute to fluctuations
AR9/AR will remain constant, since a negligible degreein response size (Bekkers et al., 1990; Frerking and Wil-
of inhibitor dissociation will occur during a brief expo-son, 1996), but not so if receptors were saturated. To
sure to the agonist. In contrast, for the fast-off blocker,address issues about the variability of EPSC size and
the efficacy of the antagonist is dependent upon thethe possible saturation of non-NMDA receptors as di-
concentration of transmitter. At low transmitter concen-rectly as possible, we initiated another approach that
trations, the efficacy of the antagonist is simply deter-relies on molecular antagonism to determine the con-
mined by its KB, whereas at higher transmitter concen-centration of glutamate relative to the KD of non-NMDA
tration, the antagonist loses its effect, owing to thereceptors. The rationale for these experiments is similar
reversible competition between transmitter and antago-in concept to that previously applied to NMDA receptors
nist. Thus, the efficacy of the antagonist could in princi-by Clements et al. (1992) and to AMPA receptors by
ple be used to determine the level of transmitter relativeDiamond and Jahr (1997). If the cleft concentration of
to its KA value.glutamate were significantly greater for large synaptic
This simplified treatment is based on the assumptioncurrents than for small ones, as the microstimulation
that the dissociation of the antagonist and associationresults imply, one would expect that large and small
of the agonist are both fast enough to approach equilib-EPSCs might respond to different degrees when chal-
rium. Since the lifetime of glutamate in the synaptic cleftlenged with a rapidly equilibrating blocker. Principles
during synaptic transmission is quite short, of the orderof mass action predict that the higher the glutamate
of 1 ms (Clements et al., 1992; Clements, 1996; Diamondconcentration, the milder the inhibition by the competi-
and Jahr, 1997), it is reasonable to ask whether the sametive antagonist. Thus, in the limiting case of low transmit-
conclusions would hold if one considered the kineticster concentration, the efficacy of the antagonist would
of glutamate receptors and the brevity of their exposurebe directly related to its KB, whereas at a higher transmit-
to glutamate following vesicular release, with no as-ter concentration, the antagonist would lose its effec-
sumptions about complete equilibration. Accordingly,tiveness because of competition between transmitter
we carried out numerical simulations of the postsynapticand antagonist for the AMPA receptor.
conductance changes that result from the presynapticThe general principal of this approach can be illus-
release of single packets of glutamate into a synaptictrated with an oversimplified model in which
cleft of realistic geometry. The simulation was per-






AR (1979), using dimensions for the glutamatergic synaptic
cleft like those summarized by Holmes (1995). The bind-






tors was described by a kinetic scheme that included
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Figure 6. Contrasts between Effects of Rap-
idly and Slowly Reversible Blockers on Post-
synaptic Responses
Similar results were obtained with theoretical
(A and B) and experimental (C±G) approaches.
(A) Predictions from an oversimplified equilib-
rium model (see text). The ordinate represents
AR9/AR, the ratio of receptor occupancy in
the presence and absence of blocker.
(B) Results of numerical simulations of synap-
tic transmission with a cleft model containing
receptors obeying the kinetic scheme of
Jonas et al. (1993).
(C and D) Postsynaptic responses to the ion-
tophoretic application of glutamate in the ab-
sence (C) and presence (D) of 1.5 mM g-DGG.
(E) Comparison of time courses of gluta-
mate responses before (CTRL, black), during
(g-DGG, gray), and after (REC, dot) exposure
to g-DGG. Note slower rise and faster fall of
inward current in the presence of g-DGG,
consistent with the drug's action as a rapidly
reversible inhibitor. The data records were
aligned according to the time at which the
iontophoresis pulse was applied. We mini-
mized the stimulus artifact by using a ªblank
activateº pulse to the Axopatch 200B. The
inflection on the rising phase of the response
in the presence of g-DGG was due to the
release of blank activation. A similar inflection
was not so obvious in the other records be-
cause of the timing of their rising phases.
Vertical dashed line marks end of significant
artifact.
(F) Peak amplitude of the postsynaptic cur-
rent plotted against the strength of the ionto-
phoretic stimulus. Data from the same post-
synaptic site in the absence of drug (CTRL),
in the presence of 1.5 mM g-DGG, or in the
presence of 0.5 mM DNQX. Same experiment
as (C) through (E). The dissociation constant
(KB) of g-DGG was estimated by the relationship [A']/[A] 5 1 1 [B]/KB, where [A'] and [A] are the concentrations of glutamate required to evoke
50% of the maximum response in the presence and absence of blocker and [B] is the concentration of blocker. Accordingly, the calculated
KB of g-DGG was 0.55 mM.
(G) Ratio of peak current amplitudes in the presence and absence of AMPA receptor antagonists for fixed values of stimulus strength. Pooled
data from n 5 5 experiments for g-DGG and 5 experiments for DNQX. Data fitted by Y 5 A 1 B 3 X (for g-DGG, A 5 0.13, B 5 0.002, R 5
0.99, p , 0.0001; for DNQX, A 5 0.17, B 5 2.9E±4, R 5 0.81, p , 0.02).
two agonist binding sites (Jonas et al., 1993; Diamond again, the proportion of current remaining after blockade
(IDRUG/ICTRL) grew larger as the control current increased.and Jahr, 1997),
One lesson from the modeling is that the successful
implementation of this approach critically depends on
the use of a glutamate receptor antagonist with rapid
dissociation kinetics. Since the lifetime of synaptically
released glutamate within the synaptic cleft is only z1
ms (Clements et al., 1992; Diamond and Jahr, 1997),
the antagonist must dissociate very rapidly indeed if
glutamate is to have a chance to displace it from post-
synaptic receptors. We chose the compound g-D-gluta-
mylglycine (g-DGG) because of its reported low affinity
along with realistic estimates of antagonist binding and for AMPA-type glutamate receptors (Watkins et al.,
unbinding kinetics (note that a new scheme for gluta- 1990). Tests with iontophoretic glutamate application
mate receptor activation has recently been proposed were carried out to verify that g-DGG binds non-NMDA
[Rosenmund et al., 1998], although a detailed kinetic receptors with rapid dissociation kinetics as well as low
model is not yet available for numeric simulations). Fig- affinity. Figures 6C and 6D show superimposed traces
ure 6B shows simulations of the different effects of rap- of postsynaptic responses obtained with a series of
idly and slowly equilibrating blockers, in this case plot- increasingly strong iontophoretic pulses applied to the
same synaptic site in the absence (C) and presence (D)ted against the amplitude of the simulated EPSC. Once
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Figure 7. Efficacy of Low-Affinity, Fast Off-
Rate Antagonist Varies with EPSC Size
(A1) Histograms of EPSC amplitude in the ab-
sence of drug (CTRL), during exposure to
g-DGG, and after its removal (REC). Note that
the largest events (e.g., ninety-fifth percen-
tile) are much less affected than smaller
events (median) (inset). g-DGG concentration
was reduced below nominal value in bulk so-
lution by dilution from a puffer pipette (see
Experimental Procedures).
(A2) Same data, displayed as cumulative dis-
tributions, normalized to the magnitude of the
largest event.
(A3) Ratio of EPSC amplitudes in g-DGG and
in the average of the bracketing control and
recovery runs.
(B1) Histograms of EPSC amplitude in the ab-
sence of drug (CTRL) and during exposure to
0.5 mM DNQX.
(B2) Amplitude data displayed as cumulative
distributions, normalized to the magnitude of
the largest event. For the sake of comparison,
data are included for an additional run with
g-DGG (open circles).
(B3) Ratio of EPSC amplitudes in the pres-
ence and absence of DNQX and g-DGG in
the same experiment.
(C) Pooled data for experiments with g-DGG
(n 5 6 cells) and DNQX (n 5 4 cells).
(D) Comparison of the ratios of median EPSC
amplitude in the presence and absence of
g-DGG based on a separate analysis of earlier
and later EPSCs (before and after 720 ms).
The absence of a significant difference (p .
0.63) supports the idea that the antagonist
concentration had settled to a steady level
during the portion of the puffer application in
which the EPSCs were acquired.
of g-DGG. When responses to the same strong ionto- enough to allow competition on a time scale ap-
proaching that of synaptically released glutamate.phoretic pulse are compared on an expanded time scale
(Figure 6E), it is evident that the drug slowed the rising In contrast to g-DGG, DNQX produced a nearly uni-
form degree of inhibition of responses to the same rangephase of the inward current and hastened its decay.
These changes are exactly as would be expected if the of iontophoretic glutamate application (Figure 6F). The
contrast between the two kinds of antagonism was seenbound antagonist were replaced by glutamate during
the rising phase and if the bound glutamate were dis- most clearly in plots of the ratio of responses in the
presence and absence of the inhibitor (IDRUG/ICTRL) (Figureplaced by the antagonist during the falling phase. Thus,
the kinetic alterations provided verification that g-DGG 6G). DNQX reduced the ratio to nearly the same extent,
regardless of the strength of the glutamate stimulus,is a rapidly dissociating competitive antagonist, consis-
tent with its low affinity. On the contrary, the rise time whereas g-DGG gave a much more severe block at low
glutamate concentrations (80% block) than at high glu-of glutamate-evoked current remained unchanged in the
presence of 6,7-dinitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (DNQX), a tamate concentrations (40% block).
This approach was applied to unitary EPSCs evokedhigh-affinity antagonist, as expected for slow dissocia-
tion (data not shown). by focal stimulation at single FM1±43-labeled spots (Fig-
ure 7). If the variation of mEPSC size were due to theHaving established that g-DGG and DNQX differ mark-
edly with regard to dissociation kinetics, we examined variation of the concentration of glutamate in synaptic
cleft, the efficacy of g-DGG should be inversely corre-their efficacy at varying agonist concentrations (Figure
6F). As expected, the greater the glutamate application, lated with the size of synaptic current, just as found
for the application of exogenous glutamate (Figure 6G).the less the inhibition by g-DGG, in keeping with the
rightward displacement of the stimulus±response rela- Histograms of EPSC amplitudes were obtained in the
absence of drug (CTRL), during exposure to g-DGG,tionship in the presence of the antagonist. The effect of
g-DGG was fully reversed upon removal of the inhibitor and after its removal (REC). The shape of the amplitude
distribution was more skewed in the presence of the(data not shown). The clear competition between gluta-
mate and g-DGG is particularly noteworthy in light of antagonist than in either of the bracketing runs (Figure
7A1); the smaller events that make up the bulk of thethe brief duration of the glutamate applicationÐonly 1
ms. This provides a direct demonstration that the disso- control distribution were diminished by g-DGG to a sig-
nificantly greater degree than the large events. This canciation of g-DGG and association of glutamate are fast
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Figure 8. Evidence that AMPA-Type Gluta-
mate Receptors Are Not Generally Saturated
during CA3±CA1 Synaptic Transmission in
Hippocampal Slices
(A) Histograms of peak EPSC amplitude,
evoked by minimal stimulation, in the ab-
sence of drug (control, 210 events) or in the
presence of 200 mM g-DGG after the degree
of inhibition had reached steady-state, (400
events).
(B) Corresponding plots of cumulative fre-
quency. Right, representative records of
EPSCs, taken from the percentile ranges de-
picted by shaded bands.
(C) Ratio of EPSC amplitudes in the presence
of g-DGG relative to control amplitude (Ig-DGG/
Icontrol), plotted against Icontrol. Calculations
based on averaged amplitude within bins
constituting 5% of the total number of events,
failures included. Ratios are not shown for
bins in which Icontrol was ,5 pA because of a
low signal-to-noise ratio. Lines indicate linear
fits through data points for each experiment
(n 5 6); bold line and open circles correspond
to the experiment shown in (A). Average r2
value for the individual plots was 0.87 6 0.04.
(D) Histograms of peak EPSC amplitude in
the absence of drug (control, 150 events) or
in the presence of 500 nM CNQX (n 5 161).
(E and F) Analysis of CNQX effects, analogous
to the analysis of the g-DGG effect in (B) and
(C). In (B) and (E), vertical and horizontal bars
represent 10 pA and 10 ms, respectively.
be seen more clearly by comparing the corresponding contrast to results obtained with g-DGG in the same
experiment. Pooled data from multiple experiments iscumulative distributions of EPSC amplitude, normalized
to the magnitude of the largest event during each run summarized in Figure 7C. In all cases, it was found that
larger EPSCs were more weakly blocked by g-DGG than(Figure 7A2). It is evident, for example, that the antago-
nist-induced decrease in median amplitude (fiftieth per- smaller EPSCs (six of six experiments), whereas the
inhibitory effects of DNQX were consistently uniformcentile) was more severe than the decrease in the events
in the ninety-fifth percentile (Figure 7A1, inset). across large and small synaptic events (four of four
experiments). The contrasting effects of g-DGG andA quantitative comparison across equal percentiles
was carried out, making the reasonable assumption that DNQX on EPSCs were quite similar to those found when
postsynaptic currents were evoked by the applicationthe presence of a postsynaptic AMPA receptor antago-
nist should have a negligible effect on the bulk glutamate of varying amounts of exogenous glutamate (Figure 6F).
The experiments with g-DGG were carried out withoutconcentration in the synaptic cleft (e.g., Clements et al.,
1992; Holmes, 1995). Events recorded in the presence including the antagonist in the high-K1 solution within
the puffer pipette, as the addition of the antagonist inof drug were grouped based upon their ranking within
the cumulative distributions, 10% at a time, and the puffer pipette would have prevented us from obtaining
proper control data. This raises a problem for runs in themean amplitude of each group was compared with that
of the corresponding group of events in the absence of presence of g-DGG, because the ejection of antagonist-
free high-K1 solution to evoke mEPSCs would be ex-the antagonist. Figure 7A3 displays the ratio of EPSC
amplitudes in g-DGG and in the absence of drug. The pected to cause a dilution of the antagonist concentra-
tion in the immediate vicinity of the synaptic bouton.greater the control EPSC amplitude, the larger the ratio,
and, by inference, the higher the cleft glutamate concen- Accordingly, no reliance was ever placed on the abso-
lute concentration of [g-DGG]. We checked carefully totration.
Figure 7B shows another experiment which compared be sure that there were no large variations in the g-DGG
concentration over the period when the vast majority ofthe effect of g-DGG with that of the slowly dissociating
antagonist DNQX. Under the influence of DNQX, the unitary events were collected, since deviations from
near steady conditions would invalidate the analysis. Indistribution of unitary EPSC amplitudes was simply
scaled along the amplitude axis (Figure 7B1). Accord- fact, the unitary events were largely restricted to the last
500 ms of the 900 ms puffer application (Liu and Tsien,ingly, the normalized amplitude distribution for DNQX
was virtually coincident with normalized distributions 1995a, Figure 1E; Liu and Tsien, 1995b, Figure 2), when
the g-DGG concentration at glutamate receptors wouldfrom a bracketing run in the absence of drug (Figure
7B2), and the ratio of response amplitudes in corre- be expected to approach a near steady-state. In an
empirical test of the near constancy of [g-DGG], wesponding bins was essentially constant regardless of
the initial EPSC amplitude (Figure 7B3). This stood in divided the evoked mEPSCs into two nearly equal
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groups, before 720 ms (mostly from 500±720 ms) and blocker of AMPA receptors. The second approach was
readily extended to glutamatergic transmission in hippo-after 720 ms. When analyzed separately, the two groups
showed a virtually identical ratio of block by g-DGG campal slices. Both strategies provided strong and mu-
tually consistent evidence that glutamate receptors(Figure 7D), as if the drug concentration had indeed
achieved a steady-state before the presynaptic termi- were generally far from saturation during quantal trans-
mission and that variations in [glu]cleft were the mainnals were sufficiently depolarized to initiate vesicular
release. Thus, ongoing changes in g-DGG concentration source of variability in EPSC size.
were not a significant factor in the analysis of mEPSC
amplitudes.
Microiontophoresis Experiments
Comparisons between unitary EPSCs and currents
Variations in Cleft Glutamate Concentration during evoked by glutamate microapplication are conceptually
Transmission in Hippocampal Slices simple and direct, but their validity critically depends
Additional experiments were carried out in acute brain upon the ability to avoid significant interference from
slices using the fast antagonist approach to gauge varia- receptor desensitization and to stimulate glutamate re-
tions in [glu]cleft during basal synaptic transmission (Fig- ceptors at a single postsynaptic site without contamina-
ure 8). Glutamatergic transmission at hippocampal CA3± tion from extrajunctional glutamate receptors or neigh-
CA1 synapses was activated by minimal stimulation of boring postsynaptic sites. Receptor desensitization was
the stratum radiatum. To determine whether or not not a serious problem in the iontophoretic application
AMPA receptors were generally saturated, we measured experiments as judged by repeated glutamate applica-
the degree of inhibition of AMPA EPSCs by g-DGG (Fig- tions and by tests with cyclothiazide. Further considera-
ure 8A). Comparisons of amplitude histograms in the tions weigh against the second class of difficulties. Post-
absence and presence of the antagonist indicated that synaptic glutamate receptors display a highly punctate
the larger EPSCs were less susceptible to inhibition than distribution, colocalized with presynaptic markers, and
smaller ones. This was quantified by sorting the EPSCs are far more abundant than extrajunctional receptors
by size and comparing EPSC amplitudes from corre- (Craig et al., 1993, 1994; Baude et al., 1995; Richmond
sponding percentile ranges in the absence and pres- et al., 1996). The great majority of boutons in culture
ence of the antagonist (Figure 8B). As illustrated by the contain a single presynaptic release site and are ap-
representative records in Figure 8B, the ratio of ampli- posed to a single postsynaptic density, as indicated by
tudes (Ig-DGG/Icontrol) was consistently greater, the higher electron microscopy (Forti et al., 1997; Schikorski and
the percentile range. Accordingly, Ig-DGG/Icontrol exhibited Stevens, 1997; see Results). This leaves as the main
a strong positive correlation with the size of the initial remaining concern the possibility that the applied gluta-
EPSC (Figure 8C), with r2 values ranging from 0.88 to mate may spread to activate glutamate receptors at
0.93 in individual experiments (n 5 6). Quite different neighboring synaptic sites. Since the maximum gluta-
results were obtained with 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline- mate-evoked response occurred within 2 ms of the glu-
2,3-dione (CNQX), a close analog of DNQX that also tamate application, we can roughly estimate whether a
acts as a slowly reversible inhibitor of AMPA receptor significant amount of glutamate can reach to neigh-
channels. Unlike g-DGG, CNQX caused the same degree boring synaptic sites by using the simple equation of
of inhibition of small and large events (Figures 8D and relationship for transient diffusion into open space, t 5
8E), consistent with expectations for a slowly unbinding x2/D, where x is the diffusion distance and D the diffusion
AMPA antagonist. The ratio of EPSC amplitudes in the constant. Assuming Dglutamate 5 0.75 mm2/ms in aqueouspresence and absence of CNQX (ICNQX/Icontrol) showed no solution (Rusakov and Kullmann, 1998), it would take
consistent trend when plotted against Icontrol (n 5 5). 25 times as long for the concentration of glutamate 5
Taken together, the observed effects of g-DGG and
mm from the tip of the electrode to reach the same
CNQX confirmed the findings in hippocampal cultures concentration as that 1 mm from the tip of the electrode.
and fitted neatly into the pattern expected if variations in Therefore, within 2 ms of the initial glutamate release,
EPSC amplitude were generated by variations in [glu]cleft. there should be a negligible spread of glutamate to
Thus, in hippocampal slices, just as in dissociated cul- neighboring synapses on the same postsynaptic neu-
tures, variations in glutamate concentration appear to ron, and the peak glutamate-evoked response should
be responsible for the variability in EPSC amplitude, and be almost entirely determined by the AMPA receptors
postsynaptic AMPA receptors were generally far from clustered at the single synapse under study. The follow-
saturation. ing experimental observations support this theoretical
conclusion. First, since g-DGG effectively reduces the
affinity of AMPA receptor for glutamate, the influenceDiscussion
of glutamate spread should be reduced in the presence
of g-DGG. However, we found no difference in the maxi-We have developed two experimental strategies to gain
a better understanding of quantal variability and the mum peak glutamate-evoked responses with or without
g-DGG (Figure 6F). The absence of g-DGG sensitivity oflikelihood of receptor saturation at excitatory synapses
between hippocampal neurons. One approach com- peak current suggests that the spread of glutamate was
still small at the time of the peak. On the other hand,pares unitary synaptic currents (mEPSCs) and currents
evoked by localized application of glutamate at putative the falling phases did differ in the presence and absence
of g-DGG (Figure 6D), suggesting that the diffusionalindividual postsynaptic sites; the other strategy relies
on molecular antagonism with a rapidly dissociating spread of glutamate was not negligible at later times,
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consistent with the diffusional calculation. Second, the basic principles of molecular antagonism first used by
Clements, Jahr, and colleagues in their insightful studiesissue of whether the peak response was affected by
the spread of glutamate to neighboring synapses was of excitatory transmission (Clements et al., 1992; Clem-
ents, 1996; Diamond and Jahr, 1997). Their experimentsaddressed by the experiment in Figures 3C and 3D. In
the same spirit, we have recently carried out additional focused on the averaged time course of glutamate con-
centration, assessed with rapidly equilibrating antago-tests of glutamate responses from multiple synaptic
sites (G. L., unpublished data). The sizes of the maximum nists of NMDA receptors (Clements et al., 1992) or AMPA
receptors (Diamond and Jahr, 1997). By taking greatglutamate-evoked responses from multiple synaptic
sites along a single segment of dendritic tree were very pains to optimize the frequency response of their re-
cordingsÐfor example, by the use of very low-resis-similar and independent of the intersynaptic distances,
as long as these were larger than 4 mm. If there were a tance pipettes (Rtip as low as 0.8 MV)ÐDiamond and
Jahr (1997) were able to resolve small but significantsignificant spread of glutamate to neighboring synaptic
sites, the maximum glutamate-evoked responses would increases in EPSC rise time (z100 ms) in response to
the glutamate antagonist kynurenate, and additionally,grow larger as intersynaptic distance decreased. Third,
the glutamate-evoked current (with or without a block of to the blockade of glutamate binding to transporters. In
contrast, our experiments were geared toward de-desensitization with cyclothiazide) consistently reached
plateau amplitudes barely larger than the largest EPSCs. termining the ratio of EPSC amplitudes in the presence
and absence of an antagonist. Because we were specifi-This provided a further clue that Iglu did not involve extra-
junctional receptors or multiple postsynaptic clusters cally interested in recording stability to allow the collec-
tion of a large number of events, rather than extremeto any major degree. Taken together, these pieces of
evidence give us confidence that the maximum gluta- temporal resolution, we used patch electrodes with
somewhat higher tip resistance (typically 2±2.5 MV, withmate evoked response provided a reliable index of the
abundance of functional AMPA receptors at single syn- an overall Raccess of 7±8 MV). Thus, our recording system
was well suited to obtaining the ratio of EPSC ampli-apses.
The postsynaptic responses to iontophoretic gluta- tudes but not to resolving the relatively subtle changes
in EPSC time course expected with g-DGG. Indeed, sig-mate application displayed only a small variance (CV,
z10%) relative to that typically found for unitary synap- nificant antagonist-induced increases in EPSC rise time
were not detected. We did find a g-DGG-induced slow-tic events (CV, z30%±50%; Figure 1) (Raastad et al.,
1992; Stevens and Wang, 1995; Forti et al., 1997). This ing of current evoked by glutamate application, but only
with the largest iontophoretic stimuli (Figure 6E). Thedifference held true for both submaximal and near maxi-
mal responses to glutamate application, regardless of comparison of antagonist effects on large and small
synaptic events provided a highly sensitive way to gaugewhether stimuli were in close succession or widely
spaced (Figure 5). The small variation in glutamate- the relative concentration of glutamate, with greater re-
solving power than changes in rise time. However, theinduced current size was in reasonable agreement with
expectations for the stochastic behavior of a fixed popu- approach critically depends on the ability to stimulate a
small set of synapses. Comparisons across distributionlation of functional receptors (e.g., Faber et al., 1992;
Wahl et al., 1996). The much greater variance in unitary percentiles would be much more problematic for synap-
tic events collected from a large population of synapses.EPSC size must arise from some synaptic event(s) up-
stream of the postsynaptic receptors. We failed to find It would be worthwhile to carry out local microstimula-
tion of individual synapses under conditions in whichany indication of a coreleased synaptic modulator acting
on a millisecond time scale (data not shown). Thus, a temporal resolution was optimized. In principle, the ki-
netic analysis of [glu]cleft could be applied to eventslogical conclusion from these experiments was that the
large variability of synaptic events was caused by varia- sorted by size, eventually allowing reliable estimates of
the absolute glutamate concentration for the range oftions in peak [glu]cleft itself.
synaptic events.
In principle, if one knew the affinity of the agonist
Use of Receptor Antagonism to Assess Directly (glutamate) and antagonist (g-DGG) and had a reliable
Variations in [glu]cleft kinetic model for their interactions with the AMPA recep-
We found that EPSCs responded with strikingly different tor, one should be able to predict the variation of peak
patterns to the low-affinity, rapidly equilibrating antago- glutamate concentration needed to generate the range
nist g-DGG and the high-affinity, slow off-rate antagonist of g-DGG efficacy. The biggest obstacle for this type
DNQX (Figure 7). With g-DGG, the antagonism of the of calculation is uncertainty about the stoichiometry of
biggest EPSCs was ,30%, much milder than that for glutamate binding to the AMPA receptor. Up until re-
smaller synaptic events, which ranged up to 55%. Such cently, it has been widely assumed that the AMPA recep-
a disparity was not seen for DNQX. The pattern of re- tor, like the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor, has two
sponses of EPSCs to the two blockers matched those agonist binding sites and that occupancy of both sites
obtained with graded applications of glutamate to puta- by transmitter is required for channel opening. However,
tive individual postsynaptic sites (Figure 6G), verifying recent studies (Rosenmund et al., 1998) suggest that
numerical simulations of synaptic transmission (Figure ionotropic AMPA receptor channels might have four glu-
6B). These observations provide direct evidence that tamate binding sites and that the average conductance
variations in EPSC size were associated with consider- of these channels depends on how many subunits are
able variations in cleft glutamate concentration. occupied by glutamate. Therefore, it might be premature
to put much weight on theoretical inferences about cleftOur approach is a different application of the same
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glutamate concentration during synaptic transmission glutamatergic vesicles may vary (c.f. Song et al., 1997).
Amperometric estimates of the number of serotoninuntil a revised kinetic model of AMPA receptor gating
has been determined. Nevertheless, we performed sim- molecules per vesicle in leech neurons gave distribu-
tions of similar shape and dispersion to those suggestedulations of the EPSC with the two binding site models
to explore the possible range of peak glutamate concen- here (Bruns and Jahn, 1995). Third, the locus of vesicular
exocytosis may vary considerably relative to the centertrations (details to be presented elsewhere). The simula-
tion involved the kinetic scheme in Diamond and Jahr of the postsynaptic receptor cluster, on-center release
being much more efficient in opening glutamate recep-(1997) and a two exponential driving waveform for the
cleft glutamate concentration (Diamond and Jahr, 1997). tors than release at cluster margins (Uteshev and Pen-
nefather, 1996). Fourth, multivesicular release may causeTo generate a ratio of peak amplitudes (Ig-DGG/ICON) rang-
ing from 0.44 to 0.72 (Figure 7C), the glutamate concen- further variation in [glu]cleft (Tong and Jahr, 1994). These
are but some of the possible sources of variability intration needed to vary from 0.4 to 3.3 times the con-
centration waveform used by Diamond and Jahr. To peak [glu]cleft.
simulate the ratio of block at the median value of EPSC
amplitude, 0.58, the glutamate concentration waveform Physiological Consequences of Synaptic Variability
was set at 1.6 times the concentration waveform used and Nonsaturation
by Diamond and Jahr. Under these conditions, the prob- Glutamate microapplication and pharmacological tests
ability of channel opening reached a peak value of 0.42 both gave a self-consistent picture of excitatory trans-
in the simulation, corresponding to a peak activation of mission between hippocampal neurons in culture and
70% of the channels. This value is moderately higher in acute slices. Under our experimental conditions, syn-
than that estimated more directly by comparing the me- apses operate in such a way that their glutamate recep-
dian EPSC with the maximum glutamate-evoked current tors seldom reach complete occupancy (Figure 1C).
(41%). If one accepts the assumptions of this calcula- Variation in the cleft glutamate concentration is a more
tion, there are several implications: first, the wide range substantial source of variability of EPSC size than the
of peak amplitude ratios in Figure 7 is consistent with stochastic properties of the postsynaptic glutamate re-
a wide variation of glutamate concentrations; second, ceptors (Figures 5A and 5B), consistent with Figure 1C.
the spread of inferred peak glutamate values straddles One implication is that synaptic strength may be signifi-
the average values proposed by Diamond and Jahr cantly influenced by increases in the peak cleft transmit-
(1997) and Clements (1996); and third, in the case of the ter concentration, independent of possible changes in
largest events and highest values of IgDGG/ICON, glutamate release probability (S. Choi and R. W. Tsien, 1998, Key-
receptors may indeed be close to saturation. stone Symposium Proceedings, The Hippocampus, ab-
stract). Such plasticity would be impossible if receptors
were already fully saturated. On the other hand, varia-
Possible Basis for the Lack of Receptor Saturation tions in [glu]cleft and lack of saturation will have importantand for Quantal Variability consequences even for basal neurotransmission, giving
Experimental evidence from this study runs counter to rise to substantial noisiness of signal processing at indi-
commonly held views about receptor saturation during vidual synapses (Stevens, 1993). The inconsistency of
excitatory synaptic transmission between central neu- EPSC size from trial to trial may be overcome by various
rons. The general expectation of saturation has arisen forms of signal averaging, through summation of the
in part from estimates of the volume of a single vesicle, currents from multiple sites and averaging over multiple
vesicular glutamate concentration, the dimensions of trials. For example, there can be considerable regularity
the synaptic cleft, and the equilibrium dissociation con- in the average sizes of unitary EPSCs arising at multiple
stant of glutamate receptors (KA). At the moment of ve- postsynaptic sites on a given pyramidal cell (Liu and
sicular release, the instantaneous rise in cleft glutamate Tsien, 1995a, 1995b), which will also help counteract
concentration near postsynaptic AMPA-type glutamate the variability of individual synaptic events.
receptors undoubtedly exceeds the dissociation con-
stant. However, the transient in cleft glutamate will be
Experimental Proceduressharply curtailed by lateral diffusion (Holmes, 1995;
Frerking and Wilson, 1996) and binding to abundant Tissue Culture and Whole-Cell Recording
glutamate transporters (Diamond and Jahr, 1997). The The procedures for culturing hippocampal neurons, FM1±43 dye
staining, and whole-cell recording were essentially as describeddecay in [glu]cleft may be so rapid that a significant frac-
previously (Liu and Tsien, 1995b). Whole-cell recordings were ob-tion of AMPA receptors will fail to undergo the full transit
tained at room temperature (238C±258C) from spindle-shaped pyra-from unbound to bound states for the vast majority of
midal neurons kept in culture for 14±20 days. The small experimentalmEPSCs (Holmes, 1995; Frerking and Wilson, 1996; Sil-
chamber (0.25 ml) was continuously perfused (0.25 ml min-1) with
ver et al., 1996; Uteshev and Pennefather, 1996). Tyrode solution containing (in mM): NaCl, 124; KCl, 5; CaCl2, 2;
A number of mechanisms may be considered as pos- MgCl2, 1; glucose, 30; and HEPES, 25 (pH 7.4 with NaOH). Tetrodo-
toxin (1 mM), D-CPP (5 mM), and picrotoxin (50 mM) were added tosible sources for the variation in peak [glu]cleft. First, the
block action potentials, the NMDA component of synaptic current,amount of transmitter per vesicle might vary substan-
and Cl channels mediating inhibitory synaptic currents. The patchtially because of variations in vesicular volume (Bekkers
pipette (2.2±2.5 MV resistance) contained (in mM): CsCl2, 110; TEA-et al., 1990). An z40% variation in volume would be
Cl, 10; MgCl2, 5; CaCl2, 1; NaCl, 5; EGTA, 10; ATP, 2; GTP, 0.3; andexpected from the estimated CV of vesicle diameter, HEPES, 10 (pH 7.25 with CsOH). The EPSCs could be readily blocked
11%±13% (Palay and Chan-Palay, 1973; Bekkers et al., with CNQX. The recordings were made with an Axon Instruments
model 200B integrating patch-clamp amplifier with a 1 kHz (8 pole1990). Second, the neurotransmitter concentration of
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Bessel) low-pass filter. The data were digitized at 10 kHz by a Digi- of the comparison between control and test mEPSC amplitude dis-
tributions. We have taken two approaches to reduce this type ofdata 1200B analog-to-digital converter (Axon Instruments).
error. First, we increased mEPSC sizes by using a relatively negative
holding potential, 290 mV. Second, we took advantage of the 4-foldApplication of Glutamate to Putative Single Synapses
variation in average mEPSC size in our hippocampal cultures (LiuThe hippocampal neurons were stained with 10 mM FM1±43 in 70
and Tsien, 1995a, 1995b) and selected only those recordings withmM [K1] for 1 min, and then washed for .5 min. In the majority of
large median mEPSC sizes for comparing amplitude distributionsexperiments, the neurons were viewed with a conventional fluores-
in the presence and absence of antagonists.cent imaging setup as described previously (Liu and Tsien, 1995a,
1995b). In a later series of experiments, imaging was carried out
with an inverted Olympus Fluoview personal confocal microscope, Recordings of EPSCs from Hippocampal Slices
using an Olympus 403 planapochromat water immersion lens (1.15 Rats (5- to 12-day-old, mainly 8- to 12-day-old) were sacrificed
NA). In this setup, images were captured with software provided by by decapitation, and the brains were cooled in ice-cold, modified
Olympus. Microelectrode movements were regulated by MP-285 artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing (in mM): sucrose, 194;
electronically controlled micromanipulators (Sutter Instruments) NaCl, 20; KCl, 3.5; MgCl2, 1.3; NaH2PO4, 1.25; NaHCO3, 26; and
moved under both visual and computer control. A Pentium computer glucose, 11 and gassed with 95% O2/5% CO2 at room temperature.
with custom written software was used for control of the puffer Transverse hippocampal slices (300 mm) were cut in ice-cold modi-
application of test solutions, the iontophoresis of glutamate, and fied ACSF with an automated vibroslicer. Slices were then trans-
the acquisition of current signals with whole-cell recording and their ferred onto the recording chamber, submerged, and superfused
offline analysis. continuously at 3±4 ml/min with ACSF containing (in mM): NaCl,
To mimic the time course of endogenously released glutamate at 120; KCl, 3.5; MgCl2, 1.3; CaCl2, 2±2.5; NaH2PO4, 1.25; NaHCO3, 26;
a single synapse, it was critical to introduce brief (z1 ms) pulses glucose, 11; and picrotoxin, 0.1 and gassed with 95% O2/5% CO2
of glutamate to individual synapses. We used iontophoretic applica- at room temperature. A cut was made between regions CA3 and
tion to deliver the glutamate from a fine tipped micropipette filled CA1 to prevent epileptiform activity. Whole-cell voltage-clamp re-
with 150 mM Na-glutamate (pH 7). To reduce the leakage of gluta- cordings were made under differential interference contrast± (DIC-)
mate from the tip of the iontophoresis micropipette, which would enhanced visual guidance from neurons 3±4 cell layers below the
otherwise desensitize glutamate receptors, we applied a small surface of slices at room temperature. Synaptic transmission was
amount of retaining current (0.5±2 nA). To further reduce glutamate elicited at frequencies of 0.1±1 Hz (mainly 1 Hz) with monopolar
leakage, it was necessary to use a micropipette with a very fine tip stimulating electrodes (5 MV, A-M Systems, Carlsborg, WA) posi-
(, 0.2 mm, z100 MV). This inevitably made the electrode resistance tioned on the stratum radiatum at a similar distance from the stratum
very high, which in turn increased the time constant of the electrodes pyramidale. EPSCs were recorded with a patch electrode (2±4 MV
and slowed down the speed of glutamate delivery. To solve this tip resistance, no fire polishing or Sylgard coating) in the whole-cell
problem, we used a high-voltage, fast iontophoresis system with recording mode (Axopatch 1D). The pipette solution contained (in
electrode capacitance compensation (MVCS 02C microionto- mM): Cesium gluconate, 100; EGTA, 0.6; HEPES, 10; CsCl, 10; NaCl,
phoresis controller, NPI Electronics). The time constant of the elec- 5; TEAOH, 20; Mg-ATP, 4; and Na-GTP, 0.3 (pH 7.3 with CsOH). The
trode was greatly reduced by the compensation of electrode capaci- series resistance, which was not compensated, was typically within
tance. Under these conditions, there was no significant increase 10 MV and was monitored continuously by using a current pulse
of whole-cell baseline current when the iontophoresis electrode generated with a 2 mV voltage command. Recordings showing
approached the surface of the dendrite. The micropipette tip was .20% change in series resistance were discarded. Minimal stimula-
positioned as close as possible to the FM1±43-stained synapse tion, only slightly stronger than the highest stimulus that gave all
(typically ,0.5 mm) to reduce the diffusion time of exogenously failures, was implemented, although there was no certainty of stimu-
applied glutamate to junctional glutamate receptors and to confine lating a single input axon. We used recordings showing a uniform
the applied glutamate to individual synapses. onset latency and a relatively constant potency of EPSCs. Further-
more, to acquire a reasonable number of EPSCs and allow a reliable
Detection of Presynaptic Boutons with Synapsin I Antibody estimation of average EPSC amplitude values over a short time
Cell cultures were rinsed briefly in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) period (30±60 s), we generally avoided using recordings that con-
solution (pH 7.5), and then fixed at room temperature for 20 min in tained failures in more than 70% of the trials. EPSCs were filtered
4% formaldehyde/120 mM sucrose/PBS followed by permeabiliza- at 1 kHz, digitized at 5 kHz, and stored in a microcomputer. AMPA
tion for 5 min with 0.3% Triton X-100/PBS. Fixed cultures were then receptor±mediated EPSC amplitudes recorded at 260 mV were de-
incubated in 10% bovine serum albumin (BSA)/PBS for 1 hr at room termined by averaging the current over a 1±2 ms window at the
temperature to block the nonspecific binding of antibodies. Synap- peak responses and subtracting a baseline estimate from the same
sin I antibody was diluted to an appropriate concentration in 1% record. The concentrations of antagonists were chosen so as to
BSA/PBS, applied to cells, and then incubated overnight at 48C. produce z50% inhibition of EPSCs. All averaged values are given
Following three washes with PBS, cells were incubated for 1 hr at as mean 6 SEM and were compared statistically by paired t test
room temperature with fluorescent conjugated secondary antibod- (criterion for significance, p , 0.05).
ies also diluted in 1% BSA/PBS. After three additional PBS washes,
the cells were mounted, and antigen distribution was evaluated by Acknowledgments
fluorescence confocal microscopy.
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